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MESSAGE FROM ORGANISER - 
HKSTP

Hong Kong has always been pioneering innovation, reinventing 

ourselves, and setting the bar for others to follow. As the city’s flagship 

R&D and entrepreneurial centre, HKSTP is at the very forefront of 

driving I&T advancement with our 1,000+ technology companies and 

13,000+ R&D entrepreneurs. We’re seeing double-digit growth in the 

past few years, signalling that Hong Kong’s I&T ecosystem is gaining 

tremendous and unstoppable momentum. At the heart of HKSTP, 

we strongly believe commercial adoption is the ultimate validation 

of an entrepreneur’s vision. Our SPRINTER 2 program with HSBC is 

precisely for this purpose, translating leading-edge technologies into 

corporate innovations with very tangible commercial benefits. Each 

of the showcased solutions is a turnkey, market-proven offering for 

participating manufacturers to quickly and easily deploy. I look forward 

to seeing more waves of new and incredible technologies taking form 

in this incredible Hong Kong ecosystem.

Chief Corporate Development Officer 
HKSTP

Eugene Hsia
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MESSAGE FROM LEAD PARTNER - 
HSBC 

To thrive in the new normal, it is increasingly important for 

businesses to collaborate with each other and make the most of the 

opportunities offered by technologies. We are pleased to deepen our 

partnership with HKSTP, connecting start-ups, small businesses,  

mid-cap corporates and global tech ventures to revitalise Hong Kong’s 

key industries. The business community is actively adapting to the 

new operating environment and planning for gradual recovery ahead. 

Through SPRINTER 2, manufacturers are given timely insights on 

tech trends, as well as opportunities to co-create innovative solutions 

with start-ups to address various pain points. As a connector in the 

business community, HSBC is committed to bringing companies of 

different sizes and sectors together to help them find synergy for 

growth.

Head of Business Banking,  
Commercial Banking, Hong Kong 
HSBC

Daniel Chan
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The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (“HSBC”) and Hong 

Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation (“HKSTP”) have 

teamed up to launch SPRINTER 2, a programme to accelerate the 

understanding and adoption of Corporate Innovation within businesses.

Corporate Innovation is the ability to drive new business value, by 

creating and adopting new innovations within an existing business 

model. With rising technology disruption, competition and demand, 

as well as the impact of the recent pandemic, embracing Corporate 

Innovation is not only important for business transformation, but it is 

fast becoming a survival skill.

The programme leverages the framework of Global Acceleration 

Academy (“GAA”), an intensive Corporate Innovation platform 

spearheaded by HKSTP connecting tech ventures and corporates, to 

co-create and scale innovation globally.

SPRINTER 2 is open to mid-cap corporates and SMEs with major 

manufacturing operations. The programme will help participants to 

source innovation for adoption and co-creation.

ABOUT SPRINTER 2
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SPRINTER 2 is set to see 50 manufacturers bring to life the full potential 

of innovating to 110,000+ workers in 4 continents, and across a diverse 

range of sectors, including consumer electronics, garment and textiles, 

medical and healthcare products, food and beverage, and more. 

In today’s fast-paced economy and ever-changing consumer demand, it is 

fundamental that manufacturers are able to respond and transform their 

operations quickly. The first step to make this possible is to begin identifying 

problems and be open-minded about embracing new solutions. 

SPRINTER 2 members summarised the operational challenges of the 

manufacturing industry, and are in need of innovations to overcome these 

challenges. Innovations include harnessing AI technology in QA / QC, real-

time manufacturing process monitoring over the cloud, data and workflow 

digitalisation, flexible systems for small batch production, and more.  

As part of this, over 20 tech ventures have been selected to tackle these 

challenges through their market-proven solutions.   

All manufacturers are invited to explore different innovation opportunities, 

as well as meet with tech ventures during this Solution Showcase. Together, 

this collaboration will help bring us one step closer to reinventing the 

manufacturing industry – a key pillar in Hong Kong’s economy.

OUR FINDINGS
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INTRODUCTION OF  
SHOWCASE COMPANIES
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Automation &  

Flexible Manufacturing 

Digitalisation &  

Operation Efficiency

Production Process  

Management

Smart Inspection &  

Predictive Maintenance

Inovo Robotics creates easy-to-use, flexible robotics for small to medium businesses to 
improve efficiency and the quality of the products they create. It believes robotic automation 
is the future of businesses in order to remain competitive in the fast-changing world. The 
company’s robotic arms can be used to automate a wide variety of repetitive tasks in 
manufacturing and research applications. Its range of plug and play modular components 
allows customers to assemble an affordable and capable system specifically to suit their 
needs.

/ Key markets include food and beverage, manufacturing, education, agritech, and retail

/ Obtained an additional £1.45 million from the Foresight Williams Technology Fund in 2020

/ Geneva Invention Award 2019: Winner

#Industry4.0 #CollaborativeRobots #Robots #Inovo

 +852 9557 8789

 jon@inovorobotics.com

 Jonathan Cheung

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.inovorobotics.com

Flexible Robotic Automation for Small to 
Medium Businesses

Inovo Robotics

ACHIEVEMENTS
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RV Automation Technology develops people-centric robotic applications in logistics, 
manufacturing, healthcare, retailing and education sectors. Founded in 2015, by combining 
automation technologies and real-life robotic applications, it provides a comprehensive and 
one-stop solution to lower costs and achieve higher effectiveness and efficiency. With the 
scope of global business, its research and development centres, workshop and branch offices 
are located in Hong Kong, Europe, Singapore, Taiwan and Shenzhen.

/ The Hong Kong ICT Awards 2020: ICT Startup (Hardware and Devices) Bronze

/ Local clients include the Urban Renewal Authority, Hong Kong Science Museum, Towngas, 
and Siemens

/ Overseas clients such as hospitals and warehouses

#Automation #SmartCity #ServiceRobot

ACHIEVEMENTS

TM

 +852 2548 5650

 riochau@rvautotech.com

 Rio Chau

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.rvautotech.com 

People-centric Robotic Solutions to Improve 
Efficiency in Lower Cost

RV Automation Technology 
Company Limited
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VisionNav Robotics was established in 2016 and is a world's leading supplier of intelligent 
warehousing and driverless solutions. It has successfully developed various kinds of products 
that have achieved mass production, including unmanned forklift, unmanned tractor and 
unmanned port machine, which are applied to factories, warehouses, logistics parks, airports, 
and wharves. It incorporates visual control, perception and 5G technology into industrial 
vehicles, providing flexible, intelligent, reusable and cost-effective logistics solutions for 
factories and warehouses. 

/ Worked with more than 30 industry-leading enterprises and deployed solutions in over 50 
projects

/ Customer segments include e-commerce, bonded, FMCG, automobile manufacturing, 
pharmaceutical, and other industries

/ Key clients include Nestle, Amway, Gree, Tupperware, Suning, Cainiao, DHL

#Vision #AI #AGF #SmartFactory #Automation

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +86 1382 5569 322

 gigiye@visionnav.com

 Gigi Ye

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.visionnav.cn

Enabling Logistics Automation in Factories and 
Warehouses

VisionNav Robotics Limited
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Wepall is a universal software which facilitates, simplifies and speeds up the installation 
and configuration of robotic systems. Users can assemble and run a robotic palletiser 
without having programming knowledge of any robot brand. The line can be configured by 
an application that guides the user through the entire procedure. This process ensures that 
clients obtain the maximum performance at the minimum cost, with total autonomy.

/ Pepsico Group has validated Wepall’s software worldwide, allowing it to be installed by 
any companies in the group

/ Pasta manufacturer Pastas Gallo has integrated Wepall into two of its production plants, 
with 24 robots in total

/ The company is a member of the International Federation of Robotics (IFR)

#Automation #Palletising #Software #Simplified #Robotics

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 6735 4505

 ingrid.law@wepall.com

 Ingrid Law

CONTACT

WEBSITE

wepall.com/en

The Robot Programming Revolution for Palletisation

Wepall Hong Kong
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Established in 2015, Acquaintance is dedicated to the development of a transportation 
system that can fit to all kinds of operation flows. Its cloud-based solution LOGFLOWS was 
launched in 2017, to enable the digitisation of daily workflow of the trucking companies 
and their drivers; enlarge the B2B trucking business sector by linking up the upstream and 
downstream insiders. The system has been widely used by different local transporters, 
international freight forwarders, retail chains and manufacturers. It offers a modularised 
solution that clients can apply to its needs and business model, achieving the best-fit 
outcome.

/ Serves more than 300 customers in seven countries

/ Key customers include IKEA Hong Kong, Nippon Express Hong Kong, Toyota Tusaho

/ The only Transportation Management System in Hong Kong that truly serves on SaaS 
mode with most comprehensive modules available

/ Average system implementation takes less than three months including the system 
assessment and user training

#TMS #CloudSolution

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 9740 9321

 felixwong@logflows.com

 Felix Wong

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.logflows.com

Leading Cloud Transportation Management System 
for All Transportation Modes

Acquaintance Enterprises 
Limited
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BOXS provides a single smart business solution for companies in the retail, restaurant, 
education, and service industries to manage and optimise all business processes. Its 
innovative, all-in-one system supports data process automation and constantly adds value 
to daily business operations. The solution adapts an innovative interface combined with 
powerful AI tools to simplify workflow, increase efficiency and reduce repetitive tasks. It is 
simply a platform that integrates ERP, POS, CRM, as well as other software and hardware 
technologies.

/ The Hong Kong Retail Innovation Award 2020: Best Retail Innovation Product 

/ Seedstars World Competition 2020/21: Hong Kong winner

/ Key clients include retail chain stores, F&B chain stores, restaurant suppliers, distributors, 
and government organisations

#BOXS #SmartBusiness #ERP #AI #SmartRetail

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 5165 1306

 cs@boxs.hk

 Roman Podkorytov

CONTACT

WEBSITE

boxs.hk

An All-in-one Data Automation System to Optimise 
Business Process 

BOXS Limited
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ChatPoint is a tool of cross-company conference collaboration, with video and document 
systems blended with AI on image/text recognition, photo analysis detection and face-
matching search. It is able to specify which web networks and mobile devices are permitted 
to access the system. The system operates on the most reliable and scalable AWS platform, 
which can increase productivity by simplifying and tracking communications of both internal 
and cross-companies.

/ AWS Hong Kong APN Technology Partner

/ Hong Kong D-Biz solutions supplier in digitalisation, virtual team management and 
business collaborations

/ Adopted by corporates with 100+ members each, including BNI Enterprise Chapter

#AI-poweredDocumentManagement #Cross-CompanyConferenceCollaboration #AI-OCR  
#AI-ObjectRecognition #SaaSPlatform

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 9183 9040

 kenneth.chan@chatp.com

 Kenneth Chan

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.chatp.com

Cloud-Based Conference Collaborations and 
AI-powered Document Management Platform

ChatPoint Technologies
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DreamsAI builds fully-automated software that focuses on high performance and secure 
web applications. It aims to reduce company overheads by replacing repetitive tasks with 
software-driven robotic process automation that can emulate and integrate the actions 
of a human by interacting within digital systems. The company uses different software 
engineering processes to implement the latest technologies, to deliver high quality products 
and services. 

/ Current development projects for information technology, micro electronic logistics, social 
media and cosmetic companies

/ Developed a customised and automated machine-learning solution for an electronic 
trading company to label and identify emails

#Automation #International #FutureAutomation #DreamsAI

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 6102 1981

 edwin.hui@dreams-ai.com

 Edwin Hui

CONTACT

WEBSITE

dreams-ai.com

High Performance and Secure Automated  
Enterprise Solution 

DreamsAI Limited
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Under its flagship Form-World brand, the company specialises in the research and 
development, and marketing of relational form databases. It can be applied to document 
management systems, where paper documents and PDF forms are converted into electronic 
forms for storage and further processing. Using the Form-World Document Management 
System requires no change to current document management processes. Customers 
can convert paperwork and workflows on the Form-World platform to achieve complete 
paperless transformation on the same user interfaces (UI), without heavy capital equipment. 

/ Key clients : Government departments in Hong Kong and mainland China, schools and 
institutions, manufacturers, and over 80 Hong Kong SMEs 

#Database #PaperlessTransformation #WorkflowSimulation

Digitization of Hard Copy and PDF Forms

Mobile Device

Printer

Import from / Export to Excel and 3rd Party Database

Add Digital Certificate 
(SHA256, SHA512)

Original Hard Copy Scan

Convert to 
Form-World 

Database

Hard copy layout mirrored on Computer Screen, Mobile Device and Print-out
PDF Files

Software 
Module

Form-World Platform

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 9238 6077

 tina@form-world.com

 Tina Lam

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.form-world.hk

World Pioneer of Relational Form Database Platform

Hong Kong Synergy Software 
Company Limited
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Integrated Solutions Limited (ISL) has been a developer of enterprise software applications 
since 1985. With 35 years of proven experience in information management, ISL was the 
first software company to receive the certificate of Q-Mark service scheme. Practising total 
quality management, it helps companies to reengineer business processes using information 
technology. ISL works with the solutions of companies in various industries such as ERP, 
HRM, and CRM. It improves productivity, reduces cost, develops strategies, and deploys quality 
initiatives. It is committed to developing new technologies in AI, AR, online payment and IoT.

/ Flagship mobile solution ReportNOW allows customised applications for specific business 
needs

/ Key client Belle Worldwide Limited used ReportNOW to manage sales information of retail 
outlets

/ Other key clients include Win Sun Group, Dunwell Engineering Company Limited, Dah 
Chong Hong (MSC) Ltd.

#Mobility #BusinessSolution #SmartManufacturing #AI #IoT

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 5488 8109

 catrinac@isl.com.hk

 Catrina Chun

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.isl.com.hk

Improve Productivity and Quality Management with 
Innovation

Integrated Solutions Limited
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D-Engraver aims to eliminate the crisis of trust in the information sharing process by using 
blockchain technology in cloud computing, IoT, and AI. Its products, Hashtag and Hashtag 
Enterprise, revolutionise device and asset management, sales and supply chain management 
through trustworthy, anti-counterfeiting and traceability blockchain-based solutions. They 
monitor the flow of sales management and goods from suppliers to customers, which can 
improve the efficiency of supply chain management, and reduce loss.

/ Shortlisted company of Technology Start-up Support Scheme for Universities (TSSSU) in 
2019-2020

/ The early batches of companies being invested by Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology Entrepreneurship Fund

/ Granted several patents in blockchain algorithm and data encryption method

/ Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation Incu-Tech incubatee

#SupplyChainManagement #DataVisualisation #Blockchain #Database #IoT

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 9522 5624

 shingngaiman@d-engraver.com

 Shing Ngai Man

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.d-engraver.com

Using Blockchain and IoT for Next Generation Process 
Tracking Systems

D-Engraver Limited
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Joy Aether is a leading software solutions provider that analyses customers' enterprise 
and factory workflows, in order to create software systems with custom integrations. Its in-
house professional mobile app development team is led by experts with more than 40 years 
of North America experience in the IT industry. The company’s award-winning app solutions 
using AR, IoT and mobile have been deployed in the manufacturing, healthcare, event, and 
sales industries. The company has been interviewed by Hong Kong and international media 
outlets such as TVB, Apple Daily, and Bloomberg TV.

/ Key clients include multinational corporations namely Pfizer, UBM, DBS Bank, Esquel, and 
Oregon Scientific

/ Its CEO has 18 patents under his name 

/ Won awards for clients, such as the Asia Smartphone Apps Contest and Asia’s Best Mobile 
Banking

/ Assisting HKSTP Experience Centre with central control systems solution

#SmartCity #AR #AI #Automation

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 9153 9173

 rlui@joyaether.com

 Ricky Lui

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.joyaether.com

Mobile Solutions Provider of Award-Winning Business 
Mobile and Web Applications

Joy Aether Limited
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OPTIX provides professional consultancy services for digital transformation and process 
re-engineering, using AI applications. It focuses on AI smart planning, scheduling, and 
optimisation technology. Its award-winning solution JACC is an AI optimisation and machine 
learning engine that tackles complex operation problems. The self-developed system predicts 
operation demands, and provides the optimal suggestion for handling various planning and 
scheduling operations. JACC can be applied in staff planning/rostering, job assignment, 
production scheduling, materials allocation, warehouse optimisation, predictive maintenance, 
fleet dispatching, and routing optimisation.

/ Developed a first-of-its-kind and integrated AI system for transforming traditional 
business

/ Key clients include Cathay Pacific, Hutchison Ports Holding, Chow Sang Sang, Shun Hing 
Group, and manufacturing firms in Taiwan

/ Named in 25 Most Recommended AI Companies 2017 in APAC CIO Outlook

/ The Hong Kong ICT Awards 2015: Gold Award

#AI #ProductionScheduling #SmartPlanning #SmartScheduling #SmartRostering

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 9278 8994

 sfung@optix.com.hk

 Spencer Fung

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.optixsolutions.com.hk

Optimising Your Business Operations

Optix Solutions Limited
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PowerArena is committed to deep learning technology and self-developed core algorithms, 
combined with big data analysis and prediction, to assist manufacturing customers to 
improve their overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) performance, and to help customers 
visualise and digitise human factors. PowerArena records industry data in an innovative way, 
and uses AI to focus on the data that deserves attention and analysis, with a comprehensive 
view of production and manufacturing whilst obtaining valuable insights.

/ Alibaba Jumpstarter Global Pitch Competition 2020: Finalist (Deep Tech)

/ NVIDIA Inception Award 2019: Winner

/ Key electronics manufacturing services clients include Foxconn, Wistron, Liteon, Jabil, 
and MSI

/ Hong Kong-based clients include Defond, Cafe de Coral, and FookWah

#AI #SmartCity #Industry4.0 #Manufacturing #ProductionLine 

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 6390 0122

 hauman@powerarena.com

 Hauman Chow

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.powerarena.com

AI Data Driven Manufacturing on Intensive Human 
Production Lines

PowerArena Limited
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Synap Technologies is an IoT communication technology company with operations in 
Hong Kong and Sweden devoted to enabling a plug and play sensor connectivity solution. 
Its patented wireless mesh technology allows anyone without further training to connect 
different brands and sensor types to be remotely managed in a centralised cloud data 
platform. Its cutting-edge technology provides utility companies with the last-mile connectivity 
to cover meters everywhere. Scalable IoT projects require several types of sensors working 
simultaneously, and Synap Technologies removes the major bottleneck of connecting various 
sensors from different vendors.

/ Key clients include Hong Kong Government’s Environmental Protection Department

/ Developed remote water quality and landfill gas monitoring systems

#IoT #ProcessControl #SmartCity #Automation #Sensor

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 9807 3140

 franktsui@synaptechnologies.com

 Frank Tsui

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.synaptechnologies.com

Extendable Wireless Technology Enabling 
Connectivity for any Sensor Type

Synap Technologies Limited
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Application Technology is a video analytics, AI and big data platform company based in Hong 
Kong Science Park. By utilising mobile app and web applications at the front end, its solutions 
with surveillance, response, and warning systems turn everything captured by cameras into 
valuable information for analysis. Enterprises are able to rapidly generate ROI across an 
infinite number of use cases and applications in the physical world. 

/ The Hong Kong Retail Innovation Award 2020 - Best Retail Innovation (Product) Award & 
Adversity Award

/ Hong Kong Awards for Industry 2018: Technological Achievement Certificate of Merit

/ Implemented smart mobility solutions at Hong Kong Science Park

/ Installed safety and security solutions at MTR shopping malls, Sun Hung Kai Properties, 
and other corporations

#ArtificialIntelligence #ComputerVision #MachineLearning #DeepLearning #SmartBusinessSolutions

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 3489 7999

 yulande.choi@apptech.com.hk

 Yulande Choi

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.apptech.com.hk

Transforming Computer Vision into Intelligent Insights

Application Technology 
Company Limited
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Datax provides complete platform services to effectively handle or offload manual work, 
guiding companies through automation and smart inspection. Datax offers first, AI-assisted 
data collection and labelling such as defects/actions in surveillance video filmed in the 
production process; second, AI training and deployment, and third, performance evaluation 
and continual learning.

/ Key clients include the Hong Kong government, HKSTP, and a listed manufacturing 
company in Taiwan

/ Solutions adopted by manufacturing sector for quality control and defect annotation on 
the production line of steel materials

/ Assisted clients in document control using optical character recognition (OCR) and natural 
language processing (NLP) solutions, for document info extraction and auto-fill

#AI #DataLabelling #ComputerVision #SmartManufacturing #DocumentControl

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 9143 8473

 aric.fung@datax.io

 Aric Fung

CONTACT

WEBSITE

datax.io

Ready-to-use AI Models for Automating Labour 
Intensive Processes 

Datax Limited
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Peiport is the official distributor for FLIR Systems, SONOTEC GmbH, FASTEC Imaging, and 
various optoelectronics products. FLIR’s thermal imaging technology detects heat signatures 
and records thermal images by advanced infrared sensor optics and electronics. SONOTEC 
ultrasonic testing devices use airborne and structure-borne sensors to detect ultrasound 
signals for predictive maintenance applications. High-speed cameras from FASTEC can 
capture high frame rates video for troubleshooting on automated production lines.

/ Key clients in electrical utilities, factories with automated production lines, and automobile 
manufacturers

/ Headquartered in Hong Kong, and with offices, research and development centers, and 
service centers around China 

#ThermalImaging #UltrasonicTesting #HighSpeedImaging

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 2885 9525

 sales@peiport.com.hk

 Benson Yu

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.peiport.com

System Solution Expert for Infrared Thermal Imaging, 
Ultrasound Testing and High-Speed Imaging

Peiport Holdings Limited
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Pinnacle Tech provides total automation solutions globally, and believes AI and robotics are 
at the cusp of transforming advanced manufacturing. Its mission is to accelerate the benefits 
of machine learning for industrial applications. It has an elite team with over 20 years of 
experience in the field of automation machinery who are dedicated to building meaningful 
best-in-class products and services with its technology.

/ Hong Kong Awards for Industries 2018: Equipment and Machinery Design Award

/ Provided an airpod hinge production machine for a major original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM)

/ Conducted predictive analytics on an industrial engine using thermal images as data input

/ Assisted a major optical lens OEM with a lens insertion machine

#AI #SmartManufacturing #Industry4.0 #Automation

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 6432 0287

 herbert.lau@pinnacle-techpro.com

 Herbert Lau

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.pinnacle-techpro.com

A Total Solution of Automation Machinery and Quality 
Service for Manufacturers

Pinnacle Tech Limited
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Quikec utilises innovative technology such as AI, big data, and patented smart devices to 
ensure quality and inspection along the manufacturing supply chain. Its solutions help 
customers save the Cost of Poor Quality (COPQ), as well as the B2B Quality Assurance (QA) 
and Inspection (QC) processes. It enables both buyers and manufacturers worldwide to 
conduct more business at a lower cost and higher quality. Other client benefits include fast 
ROI and time-saving.

/ Operates in the US and European markets with major brands and retailers

/ Key clients include two of the top garment manufacturers in Asia

/ Considered one of the world’s top third-party testing service providers 

/ Won four major awards in 2019

#SmartDevice #AI #Cloud #QualityManagement

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 6822 1990

 pm.li@quikec.com

 Peter Li

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.quikec.com

Smart and Innovative Way to Improve Efficiencies

Quikec International Limited
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Founded by former Tencent AI expert Jiaya Jia in 2019, SmartMore is a leading vision 
AI technology company dedicated to applying vision AI system architecture to intelligent 
manufacturing and Ultra HD videos. SmartMore provides full digitalisation solutions for 
manufacturing processes, from production, quality control, to equipment maintenance. It 
has full-stack and one-stop AI empowerment and management capabilities, creating a 
standardised AI delivery system for intelligent manufacturing.

/ Provided AI solution to detect defects for a world-leading wireless earphone company

/ Executed a smartwatch optical character recognition (OCR) project for the company with 
the world’s largest intelligent terminal market share

/ Carried out unmanned AI inspections for the world’s top automobile part supplier’s smart 
factory

#AI #OCR #DeepLearning #DefectDetection #IntelligentManufacturing

ACHIEVEMENTS

 +852 3111 6886

 anky.mak@smartmore.com

 Anky Mak

CONTACT

WEBSITE

www.smartmore.com

Customisable Industrial AI Solutions for 
Manufacturers 

SmartMore Corporation 
Limited
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MESSAGES FROM  
SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

Chairman  
FHKI

Dr Daniel Yip 

SPRINTER 2 is a timely programme to support the innovation matching 

and co-creation for the transformation of Hong Kong’s key industries. The 

programme is unique in connecting tech ventures and industrialists in 

solving their pain points today.  This year marks FHKI’s 60th anniversary, 

we pledge to continue our work and extend the network of collaboration to 

empower Hong Kong industries to reach new heights of success.

President  
CMA 

Dr Dennis Ng, SBS BBS MH

CMA is pleased to support SPRINTER 2 in promoting innovation and 

technology adoption in the manufacturing industry. During this turbulent 

time, the industry is required to accelerate their business transformation 

more than ever before. Together with the re-industrialisation initiative, we 

will continue to steer the industry towards sustainable development and 

continued success of Hong Kong.
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Disclaimer: The information about the showcase companies is provided by the corresponding companies and is intended for general information 
purposes only. Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation and The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation assume no 
responsibility for errors or omissions in the contents of the companies, products or services.


